GROW WITH US
exciting international opportunities await

A PROUD HISTORY, FULL OF EXCELLENCE
When Geraldo Dannemann arrived in the small port town of São Félix in Bahia in 1872, he had a simple but
grand goal: to make the finest handmade cigars in the world from the finest tobaccos in the region. Together with
local rollers and craftsmen, he began to build his cigar manufactory, which - over a century later - is still in
operation today.
What started modestly is now one of the most important tobacco companies in the world. DANNEMANN is
internationally active, owning plantations in South America & Asia and traditional manufacturing facilities all over
the world. Today, our cigarillos and cigars are available in over 60 countries. The extensive and diverse portfolio
includes brands such as MOODS, Al Capone and DANNEMANN. Our group is still privately owned today and
continues to represent the visionary pioneering spirit of its founder.
Do you love tobacco and would you like to take the opportunity to pursue your further career in this area of
expertise? Are you at the beginning of your career looking for a job in which you not only implement but also
active participate?
If so, then we are looking for you (M/F) at our location in Burg, Switzerland as a

TOBACCO EXPERT TRAINEE
OUR EXPECTATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affinity and passion for tobacco
Very good sensory skills
Logical and entrepreneurial thinking
Completed training and several years of professional experience (ideally in quality
management/assurance)
Good knowledge of German and English
Willingness to undergo an extensive trainee program and to get to know tobacco from
“seed to smoke” - especially primary production, purchasing, quality assurance from scratch
(including direct hands-on practice work in the specific departments) as well as blending and
product development

OUR OFFER TO YOU
•
•
•

An unique opportunity to be trained as a tobacco expert
A long-term perspective in tobacco purchasing, quality assurance and product development
Co-operation in an interdisciplinary and international team

FOR MORE INFORMATION
If you are interested, please send your application (Cover letter and CV)
to application+job+w2aooa4j@jobbase.io or contact Iris Kaeslin Grogg on LinkedIn.

OUR MISSION
smiling consumers, loyal to our brands

